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 The Ideal Leaders Fostered by GRM Program
Global Resource Management (GRM) Program is based on our view that the true nature of global
resource management lies in building and improving infrastructures as a common resource for sustainable
development and public peace, through the appropriate and fair management and operation of natural,
human, and capital resources. This interdisciplinary educational program aims to develop graduates able to:
tackle optimization problems in the natural sciences with a firm grasp of the big picture that includes social
science aspects; resolve current global issues with an understanding that national and social infrastructures
are systems created by the people; and foresee and prevent potential difficulties. Prospective students
should ideally have the following characteristics;

① Aspires to resolve issues by working and learning alongside people facing life-threatening situations,
such as disaster, conflict, and poverty.
② Possesses critical thinking skills and a good command of English and any other language necessary for
research, and strives to contribute to society with an ethical view of science and technology.
③ Aims to contribute to religious and ethnic harmony through an understanding of fairness based on an
integrated knowledge of both the sciences and humanities, to control the emergence of any new
problems faced on a global scale, and to provide assistance for recovery and development from existing
struggles.
④ Desires to promote sustainable development and wealth disparity reduction in newly developing
countries that have overcome their struggles, and to form strategic partnerships with these countries.

GRM Program is a five-year comprehensive doctoral program. Preliminary Examination (PE) will be
conducted at the end of the first year of Master’s Degree Program and Qualifying Examination (QE) will be
conducted at the end of the second year of Master’s Degree Program.
The purpose of PE is to select students to be admitted into the program: it consists of a statement of
purpose, an academic progress report, a written examination (essay), an oral examination, and a letter of
recommendation from the academic supervisor.
The purpose of QE is to assess the student’s eligibility to continue with the program: it consists of an
oral examination based on a research proposal, conducted to confirm that the student is making progress
towards the preparation of a doctoral dissertation, and that he or she has acquired the knowledge and skills
required to continue with the program.
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 Global Resource Management Program
GRM Program was conceived in response to the university’s principle of providing an “education of
conscience” and its aim to create a new interdisciplinary graduate program that reflects the university’s success in
globalizing its education. This is a program unique to the university in which the spirit of the university’s founder,
Joseph Hardy Neesima, lives on: instead of elitist leaders, this program will foster global leaders who will work in
developing or especially troubled countries and regions to tackle issues from the perspective of the local people,
utilizing integrated knowledge from both the sciences and humanities.
To nurture such global leaders, GRM Program is offered as a five-year doctoral program. Students newly
enrolled in any of the core or collaborating graduate schools and majors as listed in Table 1 will be accepted on the
program. Those who wish to participate in the program will take courses unique to the program, in addition to the
required the curriculum of Master’s Degree Program of the affiliated graduate school. At the end of the first year
of Master’s Degree Program, students will take Preliminary Examination (PE) of GRM Program, and those who pass
PE will be formally accepted into the program as GRM Students. During Master’s second year, around the same
time as the final examination for the master’s degree, Qualifying Examination (QE) will be taken place for GRM
Students to assess whether they qualify to continue with the program.

Doctoral
Degree
Examination

D3

Ph.D. (Field of Specialization)
Completion of
Advanced Doctoral Program,
GRM Program

Program
Completion
Examination

LP5
LP4

D2

GRM Ph.D. Candidate (LP3)

D1
Entrance Examination
Doctoral Degree Program
Master’s Degree Examination

M2

M1

GRM QE
GRM Student (LP2)
GRM PE
GRM Candidate (LP1)

Entrance Examination
Master’s Degree Program

PE consists of a statement of purpose, an academic progress report, a written examination (essay), and an
oral examination. It is designed to test the students’ basic academic skills of being able to assimilate and
comprehend course materials, and to confirm their desire to participate in the program.
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QE takes the form of an oral examination based on a statement of reasons for continuing study or a
statement of purpose, and a research proposal (English or Japanese). In addition to the students’ basic academic
skills, QE will also assess their planning and designing skills and their ability to conduct research and practical
management based on their plans. Those who pass QE will advance into the doctoral program as GRM Ph.D.
Candidates. They will continue to follow the requirements of their respective graduate schools and of GRM
Program.
The final examination for program completion will be held for GRM Ph.D. Candidates who have obtained the
required course credits for their respective graduate school and the additional 20 credits required for the GRM
Program, and who have achieved a certain level of performance. Those who pass the program completion
examination and the doctoral dissertation examination for their respective graduate schools will receive a
doctorate diploma in their respective field of specialization, indicating successful completion of the Program for
Leading Graduate Schools (GRM).
※ Students must also pass an entrance examination for the doctoral program of the core or collaborating
graduate schools and majors as listed in Table 2.

Table 1: Graduate Schools and Majors Participating in GRM Program (Master’s Degree Program)
Graduate School of Global Studies (Global Studies)
Graduate School of Science and Engineering

Core
Graduate Schools and Majors

Information and Computer Science
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Applied Chemistry
Science of Environment and Mathematical Modeling

Collaborating
Graduate Schools and Majors

Graduate School of Theology (Theology)
Graduate School of Letters (Philosophy)
Graduate School of Social Studies (Social Welfare, Industrial Relations)
Graduate School of Law (Public Law)
Graduate School of Economics (Economic Theory, Applied Economics)
Graduate School of Commerce (Commerce)
Graduate School of Policy and Management (Policy and Management)

※ For students who enrolled before 2011, substitute the Graduate School of Science and Engineering with the
Graduate School of Engineering (and Applied Chemistry with Industrial Chemistry).
Table 2: Graduate Schools and Majors Participating in GRM Program (Doctoral Degree Program)
Graduate School of Global Studies (Global Studies)
Graduate School of Science and Engineering

Core
Graduate Schools and Majors

Information and Computer Science
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Applied Chemistry
Science of Environment and Mathematical Modeling
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Graduate School of Theology (Theology)
Graduate School of Letters (Philosophy)

Collaborating
Graduate Schools and Majors

Graduate School of Social Studies (Social Welfare, Industrial Relations)
Graduate School of Law (Public Law)
Graduate School of Economics (Economic Policy)
Graduate School of Commerce (Commerce)
Graduate School of Policy and Management (Policy and Management)
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Academic Year 2018) Admissions Guide for GRM Candidates
1. GRM Candidates
Global Resource Management (GRM) is a five-year doctoral program to be taken throughout Master’s
Degree Program and Doctoral Degree Program. At the end of Master’s first year and the end of the first semester
of Master’s second year, Preliminary Examination (PE) is conducted to select those who will be GRM Students. For
the students who are interested in GRM Program and have a strong desire to take GRM courses during Master’s
first year may become “GRM Candidates”. GRM Candidates can take courses under GRM Program even before
being formally chosen as GRM Students.
GRM Candidate status lasts from the semester in which the student is chosen to take part in GRM Program
to the end of Master’s first year (end of the second semester of Master’s first year) as the table below. GRM
Candidates who did not apply for PE at the end of Master’s first year will be deemed unwilling to continue the
program and unwilling to complete their Ph.D.
GRM Candidates who failed PE at the end of Master’s first year may extend their candidate status for one
semester until next PE, if they apply for continued participation in GRM Program. (Details: Refer to “Section 8.
Extension of GRM Candidate Status”.)
GRM Candidate must register for and take at least one GRM course worth two credits each semester while
being “GRM Candidate” unless there is a particular reason. (Details: Refer to “Section 7. (ONLY students admitted
as a “GRM Candidate”) Course Registration.) The GRM courses may not be counted as the credits required for
completion of Master’s Degree Program.

GRM Candidates are NOT eligible for the special scholarship granted to GRM Students.

GRM Candidate status of successful applicants will last until the following.

Start of Enrollment at the
Affiliated Graduate School

Period as a GRM Candidate

2017 October

→

Until 2018 September

2018 April

→

Until 2019 March

2018 October

→

Until 2019 September
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2. Requirements
All of the following four conditions must be met for application eligibility.
(1) Applicants must be in the Master’s Degree Program of Doshisha University and must belong to one of the core
graduate schools or collaborating graduate schools listed in the table below. At the time of application, applicants
must be (or expect to be) in the first or second semester, excluding leave of absence period.
(2) Applicants must have deep understanding of GRM Program and a strong desire to take courses offered under
the GRM Program.
(3) In addition to obtaining a Ph.D., applicants must have an academic plan to complete the GRM Program by
advancing to one of the core graduate schools or the collaborating graduate schools (Doctoral Degree Program).
(4) Applicants must hold consultations with their academic supervisor regarding their research plans under the
GRM Program, and must obtain the consent of the supervisor regarding their application for the program.

Core
Graduate Schools and Majors

Collaborating
Graduate Schools and Majors

Graduate School of Global Studies (Global Studies)
Graduate School of Science and Engineering
Information and Computer Science
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Applied Chemistry
Science of Environment and Mathematical Modeling
Graduate School of Theology (Theology)
Graduate School of Letters (Philosophy)
Graduate School of Social Studies (Social Welfare, Industrial Relations)
Graduate School of Law (Public Law)
Graduate School of Economics (Economic Theory, Applied Economics)
Graduate School of Commerce (Commerce)
Graduate School of Policy and Management (Policy and Management)

3. Submission of Application
Place of submission: Depends on the graduate school with which the applicant is affiliated as below.

Place of Submission (Office)

Graduate School of Global Studies office
(Shikokan Building, IMADEGAWA)

Graduate School of Science and Engineering office
(Rikagakukan Building, KYOTANABE)

Affiliating Graduate School
Global Studies
Theology
Letters
Social Studies
Law
Economics
Commerce
Policy and Management
Science and Engineering
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Application Period (Academic Year 2018)

Application Schedule

SPRING Semester

2018 April 2 (Mon.) – April 11 (Wed.)

FALL Semester

2018 September 18 (Tue.) – September 27 (Thur.)

※ Mailed application materials will NOT be accepted. Applicants unable to bring the application materials in
person due to special circumstances should contact the appropriate office in advance and follow their
instructions.
※ Office open hours (except Sat., Sun. , National Holidays) (submission can ONLY be made during this time):
9:00 – 11:30, 12:30 – 17:00

4. Documents for Application
(1) <<FORM 1>> Selection of GRM Candidates: Statement of purpose and research plan
(2) <<FORM 2>> Selection of GRM Candidates: Opinion statement from an academic supervisor

5. Application Process (The following ①- ④ is expected to be finished BEFORE the course start date.)
① Fill in the “Statement of purpose and research plan”.
② Obtain the academic supervisor’s permission to take the GRM courses.
③ Meet one of the GRM Program academic Staff (listed below), confirm the stated purpose of GRM,
understand how to take the GRM courses, and have the professor sign at the bottom of the “Statement of
purpose and research plan” to certify the meeting.

Affiliation of
Academic Staff

Name
(GRM Academic Staff)
Masanori NAITO

Graduate School of
Global Studies

eoyamada@mail.doshisha.ac.jp

Hisae NAKANISHI

hinakanis@mail.doshisha.ac.jp

Yoichi MINE

ymine@mail.doshisha.ac.jp

Motoi WADA

mwada@mail.doshisha.ac.jp

Koji FUJIWARA

Science and Engineering

mnaito@mail.doshisha.ac.jp

Eiji OYAMADA

Akira HAYASHIDA
Graduate School of

E-mail Address

Masafumi HASHIMOTO
Jiro SENDA

ahay@mail.doshisha.ac.jp
kofujiwa@mail.doshisha.ac.jp
mhashimo@mail.doshisha.ac.jp
jsenda@mail.doshisha.ac.jp

※ Make the meeting appointment with one of the professors above via E-mail. The E-mail MUST be titled “GRM
Candidate Application Meeting Appointment”, and in the text should include the student’s name, affiliated
graduate school, phone number, and E-mail address.
Contact any of the professors listed above.
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④ Consult with one of the academic staff below for the guidance on the GRM course registration and register
the GRM course during the registration period of the affiliated graduate school.

Affiliation of
Academic Staff

Campus

Name
(GRM Academic Staff)

Organization for Advanced

IMADEGAWA

Masamichi IWASAKA

miwasaka@mail.doshisha.ac.jp

Research and Education

KYOTANABE

Takashi OKAMOTO

taokamot@mail.doshisha.ac.jp

E-mail Address

⑤ Submit necessary documents by the application deadline.

6. Notification of Selection Results
Applicants will be notified of the selection results at the office where the application was submitted as
below.
※ NOTE: Applicants who were NOT selected as a GRM Candidate MUST cancel the GRM course at the graduate
school office during the respective withdrawal period.

Application Period (Academic Year 2018)

Notification of Results

SPRING Semester

2018 April 27 (Fri.)

FALL Semester

2018 October 5 (Fri.)

GRM Candidate status of successful applicants will last until the following.

Start of Enrollment at the
Affiliated Graduate School

Period as a GRM Candidate

2017 October

→

Until 2018 September

2018 April

→

Until 2019 March

2018 October

→

Until 2019 September

7. (ONLY students admitted as a “GRM Candidate”) Course Registration
GRM Candidates MUST register for and take at least one GRM course (※) worth two credits each semester.
GRM Candidates who do not meet this requirement will be deemed unwilling to participate in GRM Program and
may be stripped of the GRM Candidate status.

※ Meaning of “Register the GRM courses”: “Register with the GRM course code”. There are some GRM courses
that are combined and given with the graduate school. Also for these courses, GRM Candidates are required
to register them with the GRM course code.
(Details: Check the latest “GRM Program Guide”.)
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 NOTE: Students who require registration or cancellation of the GRM course AFTER the
notification of selection results: MUST proceed as the below;
※ To cancel the GRM course, consult affiliated graduate school office (some courses may not be canceled
online).
① Contact one of the Academic staff below for the guidance on the GRM course registration. GRM Candidates
MUST fill in the “Course Registration Form (GRM Candidates)” and obtain the approval signature from either
of the instructors below.

Affiliation of
Academic Staff

Campus

Name
(GRM Academic Staff)

Organization for Advanced

IMADEGAWA

Masamichi IWASAKA

miwasaka@mail.doshisha.ac.jp

Research and Education

KYOTANABE

Takashi OKAMOTO

taokamot@mail.doshisha.ac.jp

E-mail Address

② Register the GRM course at the affiliated graduate school office during the period below.

Admitted Application period
(Academic Year: 2018)

SPRING Semester
FALL Semester
※

Application Period of the GRM Courses
2018 May 8 (Tue.) – May 9 (Wed.)
2018 October 9 (Tue.) – October 10 (Wed.)

NOTE: BEFORE the registration of the GRM Courses, GRM Candidates MUST check the latest “GRM Program
Guide”. (Where to receive the “GRM Program Guide”: Same graduate school office as the GRM Candidate
application.)

8. Extension of GRM Candidate Status
GRM Candidates who failed the PE at the end of the first year and still wishes to continue taking the
GRM courses MUST apply for continued participation in the GRM Program as a GRM Candidate. In this case,
submission of <<FORM 3>> as the below is required. The program will screen the application to decide
whether the request is to be granted.
① Place of submission: Depends on the graduate school with which the applicant is affiliated as below.

Place of Submission (Office)

Graduate School of Global Studies office
(Shikokan Building, IMADEGAWA)

Graduate School of Science and Engineering office
(Rikagakukan Building, KYOTANABE)

Affiliating Graduate School
Global Studies
Theology
Letters
Social Studies
Law
Economics
Commerce
Policy and Management
Science and Engineering
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Application Period (Academic Year 2018)

SPRING Semester
FALL Semester

Application Schedule
2018 April 2 (Mon.) – April 11 (Mon.)
2018 September 18 (Tue.) – September 27 (Thur.)

※ Office open hours (except Sat., Sun. , National Holidays) (submission can ONLY be made during this time):
9:00 – 11:30, 12:30 – 17:00

② Submission Document(s):
<<FORM 3>> Application form for extension of GRM Candidate status

③ Screening method:
Screening is based on the submitted document and evaluation of PE.
If necessary, the student will be interviewed.

④ Notification of the screening result:
Applicants will be notified of the selection results at the office where the application was submitted.

Application Period (Academic Year 2018)

SPRING Semester
FALL Semester

Notification of Results
2018 April 27 (Fri.)
2018 October 5 (Fri.)

⑤ Others:
Refer to “7. (ONLY students admitted as a “GRM Candidate”) Course Registration”.
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< Contact Information >
Imadegawa Campus

Kyotanabe Campus

Graduate School of Global Studies
（Shikokan Building）
[TEL] +81-75-251-3930
[E-mail] ji-gs@mail.doshisha.ac.jp

Graduate School of Science and Engineering
（Rikagakukan Building）
[TEL] +81-774-65-6200
[E-mail] jt-koujm@mail.doshisha.ac.jp

Department of Advanced Research and Education
Organization for Advanced Research and Education, Doshisha University
(Office of Leading Graduate School Program)
(Neiseikan Building 1F, Imadegawa Campus)
[TEL] +81-75-251-3259／[FAX] +81-75-251-3152
[E-mail] ji-grmld@mail.doshisha.ac.jp
[WEB] http://grm.doshisha.ac.jp

